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01 For those who enjoy relaxation. Just make sure you don't fall asleep. 
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Kanesada Ryokan is an excellent hot spring that has both an indoor and outdoor 
bath that is sure to put your body into relaxation mode. Be sure to drink plenty of 
water before you take a dip to prevent dehydration. Drinking some milk afterwards 
is a nice way to finish up your onsen experience.

A Hot Spring

Kanesada Ryokan
66-5, Tomita, Fukuro, Kuroishi City
https://hpdsp.jp/kanesadaryokan/en/
0172-54-8378
Check-in 15:00 - 21:00／ Check-out 10:00

Tsugaru Ujoyaki is a specialized ceramic style of pottery created by Rikei Imai,owner 
of the kilns. The workshop has the longest climbing kiln in the world with a current 
Guinness world record. Here you can visit climbing kilns and learn more about 
this unique style of pottery.

B Pottery and Kiln Tour

Tsugaru Ujoyaki Misuji Koubou
27-109, Oinomori, Toyooka, Kuroishi City
info@ujoyaki.jp
10:00 - 18:30 (Closed on Tuesdays)

Matcha is finely ground powder of specially grown and processed green tea 
leaves. This tea is then paired with a sweet Japanese-style pastry to balance the 
bitterness of the tea.  

C Tea Ceremony

Tsugaru Tea Ceremony Museum
27-105, Oinomori, Toyooka, Kuroishi City
info@ujoyaki.jp
10:00 - 16:00 (Closed on Tuesdays)

In "old-town" Kuroishi, you can try different flavors of sake from the famous 
Narumi Sake Brewing Company, while relaxing in front of the beautiful historic 
garden.   

D Sake Brewery Taste Testing
Narumi Sake Brewery
1-1, Nakamachi, Kuroishi City
kikunoi@beach.ocn.ne.jp
8:30 - 16:30 Call for reservations. 

Aoni Onsen is unique for only having oil lamps throughout the building. 
The lamps are only available at night to remind you of how simple life once was 
in the world. Their delectable dinner and breakfast are experiences you will not 
want to miss.

E Hot Spring
Aoni Onsen
1-7 Aonisawa, Okiura, Kuroishi City
https://www.aoninet.com/en/index.html
0172-54-8588
Check-in15:00 - 18:00／ Check-out10:00
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